Case Study

Sunrise ePos live at de mArkt in het Felix Pakhuis
In April 2014, "de mArkt in het Felix Pakhuis", the new Fresh Food Market in Antwerp went live with its new Sunrise ePos.
The Sunrise ePos solution is browser based, fully HTML5, responsive and supporting local storage which enables the shop
to keep running even when the internet connection gets lost.

Johan Stoffels in his unique food concept store

De mArkt in het Felix Pakhuis
Felix Pakhuis is situated right in the middle of the historic
harbour of Antwerp, overlooking the Willemdok and the
MAS, where for hundreds of years all kinds of food products
were handled.
Today, the Pakhuis houses a unique food concept store. The
store offers the highest quality ingredients, culinary gadgets
and cookware and original cookbooks.

Johan Stoffels
The co-founder of the store and owner of Quality & Matters
Fresh Food Import is a long time user of the Sunrise platform.
Sunrise enables him to manage his customers, products,
stocks, sales and purchase orders in the cloud.
When in 2012 the concept store was opened, it was obvious
to select the fully integrated Sunrise ePos as their Cloud POS.
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Sunrise cloud platform
Sunrise is an ERP platform, with fully integrated software
modules to manage OmniChannel retail operations. Sunrise
is pure cloud, Software as a Service (SaaS).
All data and processes reside and run safe and secure in
Sunrise data centers. Business continuity is guaranteed with
continuous backup and replication services.
Sunrise is web-based, only a web browser is needed to run it.
Sunrise software works on all devices like smartphones,
smart TVs, tablets, laptop and desktop computers on
operating systems like Windows, OSX, Linux, IOS, and
Android.

Sunrise ePos
The Sunrise ePos is an integral part of Retail-In-Sync, Sunrise’s
OmniChannel solution. The ePos is integrated with
warehousing and logistics, enabling booking of warehouse
and delivery orders from the ePos. The stock levels in
warehouses as well as shops are available real-time.
Thanks to local storage techniques the ePos will keep running
even when the internet connection gets lost. Important
advantages of the Sunrise ePos are:
 Keeps running when internet connection gets lost
 Secure cloud data storage, with continuous backup
and replication
 Web-based, no need to install software
 Hardware independent
 Fast deployment
 Very scalable
 Synchronized with eShop and eKiosk solutions
 Fully integrated with content and customer
management, order fulfilment and logistics
 Low TCO and high ROI

Selected hardware
Intensive use in retail operations requires very robust and well-designed user friendly and certified hardware. This that is why
the Wincor Nixdorf Beetle iPOS+ was selected and delivered by ScanSource.
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